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Everything
is rustic,
including
the signs.

At left, barn exterior with barn cat at
Whippoorwill Hill in Bloomington. Below,
Lights add a glow to the inside of the barn at
Whippoorwill Hill. The barns at Whippoorwill Hill
are what one might expect at a working farm.
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Rustic Nuptials
Couples want to tie the
knot in weathered barn
By Mary Shown
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riving along the winding Fairfax
Road, it can be easy to miss the
small sign signaling the turn to
Whippoorwill Hill on Rayletown
Road. Just six miles north of Four
Winds Resort and six miles south of downtown Bloomington, the venue sits on 128 acres
of southern Indiana farmland.
Formerly known as the Tatum farm, after
the family that owned the land for over 100
years, Whippoorwill Hill is a rustic venue
that features two 100-year-old plus barns that
sit on working farmland. Jeff Lucas and his
wife, Anne Fields Lucas, grow corn and soybeans and tend to 40 beef cows throughout
the year, while managing a venue business on
the side.
“We are really going for the historic farmyard chic,” business owner Anne Fields Lucas said. “The wedding barn is cool, but the
history of the farm is the coolest part of this
place.”
The wedding barn — a 125-year-old, 6,000
square foot, 40 foot tall, poplar wooden, two
story structure — was originally built in Manilla, in Rush County, and was transported
board by board 68 miles southwest for its final resting place on the south side of Bloomington.
“My dad’s cousin knew the farmers that
had this barn,” Fields Lucas said. “It housed
the Indiana State Fair in the 1900s, and it was
falling down. We got with a guy who moves
barns, and he moved it for us. It was an ordeal.”
The contractor took the barn apart wooden
piece by wooden piece and tagged each log
to reference where it would go. Because the
barn was weathered on one side, pieces from
other barns fill in the missing pieces. The exterior of the barn looks new.

At left, the Whippoorwill Hill barn’s
interior is huge. Above, the rustic red
barn at Whippoorwill Hill. The lighted
ceiling at Whippoorwill Hill.

While the reconstruction of the barn was
going on in 2016, the Lucas family was preparing and planning for the first wedding at
the venue — their own.
When they originally bought the land together, they knew they wanted their wedding
to be on their farm, but the original barn that
came with the land was not large enough to
hold a wedding event.
“We kind of put the word out, and we did
our wedding with a business in mind, which
is ill-advised,” Fields Lucas laughed. “The
construction part (of the reconstruction of
the barn) didn’t really go well. I just wanted
to worry about linens.”
Four days before their wedding was held,
the final slab of concrete was poured and only
the frame of the old barn stood in time.
“It was one of those things where it was better than you could imagine, but not what you
had planned,” Fields Lucas said, reminiscing
about her October 2016 wedding.

Opened to the public in September 2017, the
venue has hosted a handful of events so far,
ranging from weddings to sorority and historical events. Decorations, chairs and tables
are included to customers, and the wedding
barn can hold 300 people. The barn has two
floors — one for dancing and the other for
spectating.
“This part is my favorite,” Fields Lucas said,
standing on the second floor looking down.
“The old people come up here and look down
to watch others dancing from below.”
The venue sits a half mile from
the entrance to the property, where
visitors drive through farmland
and past a large sycamore tree that
blooms in the spring and summer.
It also comes with a welcoming
face — Sully, a mouthy tabby cat
that will walk in between your legs.
“I worry that he will bother peo-

ple, but they really don’t mind,” Fields Lucas
said. “I once had one guy offer to pay $600
for him, but that’s my son’s cat.”
Plans to continue to upgrade the barn include providing air conditioning and heat, so
weddings can be held year round. The Lucas’
also plan for the century old farmhouse original to the land to be the honeymoon or bridal
party house.
“The farm pointed us in the direction (of
having a wedding venue business),” Fields
Lucas said. “The more I found out
about that house and this barn and
its history, I just think it is just so
cool.”

More information
WHAT: Whippoorwill Hill, 128-acre event venue
WHERE: 1780 East Rayletown Road
CONTACT: Visit https://whippoorwill-hill.com/ to
view their calendar for events, history of the barn,
testimonial and more.

